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Abstract 

 Modern steganography [1] is a new science that makes a secret communication. Using the technique 

of Matrix Embedding in steganography schemes tends to reduce distortion during insertion. Recently, 

Fontaine and Galand [2] showed that the Reed-Solomon codes can be good tools for the design of 

a Steganographic scheme. In this paper, we present an implementation of the technique Matrix 

Embedding using the Reed-Solomon codes. The advantage of these codes is that they allow easy way to 

solve the problem of bounded syndrome decoding, a problem which is the basis of the technique 

of embedding matrix. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The steganography or the art of the secret communication consists to dissimulate a message in 

any medium (picture, video, audio….) so that the hidden message is furtive to the eyes of 

anyone other than the sender and the recipient. 

The main works in this domain are characterized by the minimization of the number of 

embedding changes. Many Steganographic scheme based on the error correcting codes (BCH, 

HAMMING…)   were proposed [3] [4]  and the works of Galand and Fontaine showed that the 

Reed-Solomon codes can be used in this domain.  

Some methods present insufficiencies sometimes related to the size of the messages to be 

inserted, to the complexity of the decoding programs of the error correcting codes, to the 

problem of locking of the symbols and the measurement of distortion. All these reasons push 

the researchers today not only to improve the schemes existing but also to propose other 

approaches. 

The work that we propose presents implementation of the Steganographic scheme based on the 

Reed-Solomon codes by using the method of computation by prolonged syndrome in order to 

determine the vector of change. 

2 Steganography and error correcting code  

2.1 Steganography 

A modern stéganographie scheme is based on two algorithms: 
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•  Embedding function �����,��:  embedding algorithm of the message m in a cover-

medium X. It turns over a stego-medium Y. 

•  Extraction Function Ext (Y): extraction algorithm of the message dissimulated in 

stego-medium Y. It turns over the message m. 

The word detection is also used when it is about of checking the presence of information 

(represented thanks to a signal, a particular characteristic of the medium…) in the stego-

medium, without to want to extract it Several techniques of Steganographic scheme have been 

proposed among which one can retain the technique “matrix embedding”. 

 Matrix embedding is a general principle that can be applied to most Steganographic schemes to 

improve their embedding efficiency, which is defined as the expected number of random 

message bits embedded per one embedding change. [5] 

 All the trick consists in modifying the picture (cover-medium) so that the syndromes calculated 

at the reception represent the message and also so that the picture is the less modified. Let 

� 	  
�� be a vector extracted of the cover-medium and � 	  
��� the message. It is about 

inserting the message � in � by modifying it least possible.  

For that the technique is to modify � to � 	  
��  such as �� � � 

Where   H represents the matrix of  parity control of the code.   

To construct  �, we need a word e such that its syndrome is � ���. Thus, we can set � � � �
�, which leads to �� � �� � �� � �� �� ��� � � 

Moreover, the Hamming weight of � ������ is precisely the number of changes we apply to go 

from x to y; so, we need ���� � �, where R is equal to the covering radius of the code. The 

covering radius � is the maximum distance between any word of 
�� and the set of all 

codewords. 

The classical Hamming weight ���� of a word � is the number of coordinates that is different 

from zero, and the Hamming distance ���, �� between two words �, � denotes the weight of 

their difference, that is, the number of coordinates in which they differ. 

2.2  Reed-Solomon codes 

2.2.1 Definition : 

The Reed-Solomon codes are linear blocks codes with non binary symbols [6]. 

Let ��, . . . , ��  	  
�   be a Galois Field with � � 2� elements where � is the number of bits 

per symbol, two to two distinct, with �   �, 

The evaluation function �! associated to ��, . . . , ��  is 
�!:          
�#x%   &  F() 

                                           *         & �*���� , … , *����� 
 

Let ,�  �  -* 	  
�#x%;  ��/ *   01, be the set of the  polynomials of degree lower than k with 

0 �  0 �  �. The Reed-Solomon code of dimension k is 
3 �  �!�,��. 

 

2.2.2 Parameters: 

The parameters of a Reed-Solomon code correcting  errors 4 in block of � symbols q-ary are 

thus: 

� �  � –  1 � 2� �1 ; 0 � � � 24 ; ��7� �  � �  0 �  1. 

where � corresponds to the number of symbol of a codeword, 0 corresponds to the number of 

symbol of the parity segment and ��7� corresponds to the minimal distance of the code. 
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The covering radius � of a Reed-Solomon code of length � and  dimension 0 is known and is 

equal to � � � � 0. 
 

2.2.3 Codage 

� Generator polynomial 

Reed-Solomon codes are valid if and only if they are divisible by their generator polynomial 

/���. 
The generator polynomial is : 

/��� � �� � 8���� � 89�… �� � 89:� 
/��� � /9:�9: � /9:��9:� �;� /���/<          �1� 
where /7  	 =
�2��  and  87 is a roots of  /��) 

� Theory of Coding 

The equation defining the systematic encoding of  Reed – Solomon >?��@ ��, 0) is :  

>��� � ������� � #�������%�?��/��                  �2� 
where : 

>���: denotes codeword polynomial of degree  � � 1 

����    : denotes information polynomial of degree  0 � 1   

#�������%�?��/�� :  denotes parity polynomial of degree   � � 0 � 1   

/���     : denotes generator polynomial of degree  � � 0   

Systematic coding means that information is coded in the high degree of the codeword and that 

the redundancy symbols are introduced after the information words.  

Let ���� �  �< ���� �;������� be the message polynomial to be encoded, �7  	
 =
�2�� and 0 � � � 24. Dividing ������� by /���, we have  

������� � A���/��� � ���� were  

���� � �< � ��� � ;� �9:��9:� is a remainder. Then  ���� � �������B@ the codeword 

polynomial for the message ����. 
2.2.4   Decoding 

The problem of decoding is a difficult work, for which certain algorithms have very bad 

complexities. 

 

According to the paper of Madhu Sudan [7], one defines the problem of decoding as follows: 
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NCP (Nearest Codeword Problem) the problem is to find the codeword nearest to the word 

received to the sense of the Hamming distance. 

LD (List Decoding) a bound e is given. The problem is to find all (possibly none) the code 

words at distance at most e from the received word. 

BDD (Bounded Distance Decoding) a bound e is given. The problem is to find a word among 

the code words at distance e from the received word. 

UD (Unambiguous Decoding) Here one gives itself � � �� � 1�/2, where d is the minimal 

distance of the code, and one looks for the codeword at distance e from the received word (if he 

exists). 

 

In a classic way, the problem studied in theory of the codes is this last problem (UD). It has 

been solved in the case of the Reed-Solomon codes, efficiently. 
 

Classic decoding 
 

Let >���, the codeword transmitted then , the received word D��� can be always put in the 

form: 

D��� � >���  �  ���� 
where ���� is the error polynomial  

���� � �< � ��� � ;� ������,   �7 	 
�  E B 
 

when �7 F 0 , an error is in position i. 

the objective of decoding is to find the codeword emitted from the word received , potentially 

erroneous. 

The decoding of the Reed-Solomon codes can be achieved from a vector with 2t component 

G � #G�;G9:%, called syndrome. 

G7 � DH87I � �H87I,         B � 1,; ,24                     �3� 
 

Decoding consists of the following steps :  

•  Syndrome computation. 

•  determination of error-locator polynomial and the error-evaluator polynomial  

•  finding the roots and evaluation of the two polynomials  

•  Summation of the polynomial made up and the polynomial received to reconstitute the 

starting information without error.   

 

The error-locator polynomial and  the error evaluator polynomial can be calculated thanks to 

Euclide algorithm, Berlekamp-Massey algorithm… [8][9]. 

 

List decoding 

 

The list decoding can be decoding e errors with � K  �/2, where d is the minimal distance from 

the code to be decoded.  

The list decoding is done in two steps  

A step of interpolation we search a polynomial L��, �� satisfying certain conditions. 

A step of factorization/search for roots of L��, �� 
V. Guruswami and M. Sudan quickly proposed a radical improvement of the Sudan’s 

algorithm. It makes it possible to always decode more than the classic radius of decoding single 

decoding. They introduce in the step of interpolation a parameter of multiplicity. 
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Many researchers attempt to find the best algorithms to achieve the two steps of the algorithms 

of list decoding, in order to make them completely effective so that one can program them in 

electronic circuits. 

 
Classic decoding, containing syndrome, is much faster than decoding in list, which is even 

heavier, although polynomial. 

 

3 New Steganographic scheme based on Reed-Solomon codes 

Galand and Fontaine showed in their paper that the Reed-Solomon codes are good candidates 

for a design of effective Steganographic scheme. We also consider a new and more general 

problem, mixing wet papers (locked positions) [10] and simple syndrome coding (low number 

of changes) [11] in order to face not only passive but also active wardens. However, the 

implementation of Steganographic scheme is delayed by the complexity of Guruswami-Sudan 

list decoding, although offering an adaptive compromise between the number of locked 

positions and the number of changes. Reason for which, to get round this difficulty, we used in 

this work the techniques of decoding to basis of syndrome. 

 

We employed the calculation of the prolonged syndrome in order to find our vector � inserting 

our message m. 

Let >���  	  
��, be the polynomial representation of the vector extracted from a cover-medium,  

D���  	  
�� the polynomial representation of the vector stego-medium, ���� 	  
��� the 

polynomial of the vector of information. We want to modify >��� into D��� such that ���� is 

embedded in D���, changing at most � coordinates in >���.  Let us notice that we will regard 

>��� as being our codeword. 

 

 

Figure 1-System of Steganography 

3.1  Embedding 

We can set D��� �  >���  �  ���� where ���� the polynomial representation of the vector of 

information is. 

At the reception 

 

 �D �  �, M��> � �� � � N  �> � �� � � N  �� �  � � �> 

The vector e searched is a word such that its syndrome is � ��� 

 

Algorithm 1: matrix embedding using Reed-Solomon codes  

1. Read the next � symboles  > from the cover medium and read the next message segment 

of length � � 0. 
2.  Calculate the  syndrome �>. 
3. Find   vector  � such  A@ �� � � ��> 
4. Modify the cover medium > so that � > � � ; we obtain the stego-medium D. 

If there are no more message symbols to be embedded, stop, otherwise go to 1. 
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� Description of step 3 

We can set G � �� � � � �> 
G7 � �7 – >H87I         �O�D�  B � 1,… , �� � 0� 

What gives the equations following: 

 

G� � �PQ8PQ �;� �PR8PR 

G9 � �PQ89PQ �;� �PR89PR 

  S 
G�� � �PQ89:PQ �;� �PR8����PR  

The syndrome in polynomial form is: 

G��� � G� � G9� � ;� G����� �;   �4� 
Let � � ��<, … , ����, be the vector of modification of weight w. we define the support of the 

vector e 

U � -B 	 -0, … , � � 11|�7 F 01 
 and   

 -W�, … , WX1 � -87|B 	 U1, the locators  of the modifications of �. We have, 

The polynomial syndrome is  

G��� � G< � G�� � G�������                                
 

The polynomial locator of modification of � is  

Y��� �Z�1 � W7
X

7[�
�� � 1 � Y�� �;�YX�X,        �5� 

The polynomial evaluator of modification of � is   

]��� �^�7W7
X

7[�
 Z �1 � WP��

X

P[�,P_7
                          �6� 

These three polynomials satisfy the following key equation 
����
Y��� � G���    �?� �

��a�                                         �7� 
If the two polynomials are known, then we find the W7  by factorization or search for roots 

(« search for Chien [12] ») and then, we find the  �7  by the formula: 

 

�H87I � �787Y′H87I,                                              �8� 
 

where Y′��� is the derivative of Y��� (formulas of Forney [13]).  

� Computation of the coefficients de by transform 

It is possible to calculate the coefficients  �7 , B � 0, 1,… , �� � 1� of the error polynomial ���� 
without determining the roots of the error locator polynomial Λ��).  For that we introduce the 

syndrome prolonged Gf��� defined by: 

Gf��� � ���� 1 � �
�

Λ�� �^G7�7
�

7[�
            �9� 
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The coefficient �7 is equal to zero (not error) if 87  not root of the error locator 

polynomial Λ���. in this case, we have GfH87I � 0 since 87� � 1 (to remember that 

� � � � 1 and 8�� � 1). 

If 87 is root of the locator polynomial, the �7   coefficient will be not equal to zero (presence of 

an error) and  GfH87I is of the form 0/0. This indetermination can be raised while calculating 

the derivative of the numerator and the denominator of the expression (9).  

GfH87I � �H87I �8
7����

Λ
′�87�              

By using the equation (8) and by taking account of the fact that 87���� � 87 and that �A � A 

for n odd in a Galois Field, the coefficient  �7 is equal to: 

 

de � hfHieI                                 �10� 
 

 Computation of the prolonged syndrome makes itself from the polynomials  Λ��� and ���� by 

using the following relation deducted of the expression (9). 

Λ���Gf��� �  �����1 � ���         �11� 
Another way to get the prolonged polynomial consists in dividing �����1 � ���   by 

Λ��� according to the increasing powers 

The G7 coefficients of the prolonged syndrome are identical to those of the syndrome G��� for B 
going of 1 to 24 and are determined while annulling the coefficients of the terms in the product 

Λ���Gf���, for j going of  24 � 1 4? �. 
3.2 Extraction 

With the reception, we recover the medium stégo (image steganography), we need also to know 

the size of our message for the extraction. To extract the message we will proceed as follows: 

1 Read the � symbols  D extracted of the stégo medium. 
2 calculate syndrome �D 
3  This found syndrome represents our embedded information block. 

4 Presentation and analyses of the Results 

In this work, the criteria of analysis considered are the imperceptibility. 

The figure 2 represents cover medium before embedding of our message. La figure 4 represents 

the stego-medium which contains our message 

 

 

Figure 2- cover medium and the message to embed  
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Figure 3 – cover medium and its histogram 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 - stego medium and its histogram after embedding of the message 

To evaluate the performances of our approach, we made a comparative study in two 

steps. The first is a preliminary study which consists in comparing the cover medium and the 

stego-medium. Figures 2 and 4 respectively show the original picture and the picture containing 

information. We notice that the human visual system does not distinguish the difference 

generated by the marking. 

Analysis of the histograms (figure 3) before and after embedding of the text (figure 4) shows 

imperceptibility of the message embedded in the picture. 

By applying the algorithm of extraction; it is noticed that we manage to extract the initial text 

(figure 5). 

 

Figure 5- Extraction of our embedded message 
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5 Conclusion 

In this article, we have just shown an implementation of a Steganographic scheme based on the 

Reed-Solomon codes. The use of the method of calculating by prolonged syndrome has allowed 

to us a more effective determination of the vector of modification. 

The use of the technique of matrix embedding in the steganography makes it possible to 

minimize the changes introduced into the image of cover. 

A more advanced survey as fixing a measure of distortion would improve the security of our 

scheme, moreover one improvement of the robustness of our diagram following attacks of types 

compression, … can also be considered 
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